
保証書及び誓約書 
Pledged admission to the financial supporter. 

 PartyA: Nagoya International Foreign Language School  

Party B:  Guarantor:                    Student:                  

Relation between guarantor and student:                             

Guarantor’s home’s telephone number:                                  

Guarantor’s mobile phone number:                                    

Zip code:             Address:                        

Other where to make contact:                                

Guarantor will guarantee student’s entering school and daily life for the period of the Japan going  

abroad to study and sign this “Written Guarantee and Recognizance”. Guarantor will guarantee  

that the student observes the following to Nagoya International Foreign Language School(N.I.F.L.S).  

1. The student observes the law of Japan without fail, and applies to each school regulations and the system that N.I.F.L.S.guides.  

2. The student should always keep to the schedule and pay various school expenses.  

3. The student must so neither lateness nor leaving early. Don’t play hooky. Go to school exactly.  

4. About part-time job. In order to let student study Japanese basic very well. Students are forbidden to do part-time jobs over 22:00 in first year.  

5. Students can not do part-time job without permission to engage in activity other than thatpermitted Under the Status of residence previously 

granted.  

6. Students must obey the law that only allowed to do part-time job within 28 hours for per week.  

7. If it may not be absent from a lesson over a long period of time, or may act as illegal part-time job, tuition may not be dedicated, violation of 

the school rules may be carried out or the law of Japan may be broken, it will be considered as expulsion from school. Please follow directions 

of a school of a fixed period until it arrives at the way of a homecoming so that an illegal stay may not be carried out after that. The person in 

charge specified by a school escorts a student, and performs homecoming procedure. After a student’s going back, Guarantor should carry out 

Fax of the copy of the passport of the student concerned to a school, and should report that the student went back.  

8. When the student is absent from a lesson over a long period of time and there is no connection to the school. Guarantor should persuade the 

student concerned to contact and to return to a lesson. When Guarantor is not able to contact with the student concerned, the school processes 

by a school rule following.  

9. Students is not allowed to transfer to another school after enter school.  

10. When the student does an illegal stay or going to somewhere without a permission of school and it’s not able to be contacted which will be 

an illegal stay by any possibility. Guarantor carries out 3,000,000 yen reparations to the school concerned.  

11. No matter what reason after entrance into the school may have, it does not repay tuition etc.  

12. Stay in the dormitory until graduation. 

 

Nagoya International Foreign Language School  

President: Miyazato Yuka 

 

Guarantor:                     

 

Student:                    

 

Date:                      


